'ONE OF THE RACISTS HAD A CAR JACK IN HIS HAND AND SWUNG IT AT MRS. KATIE WITH A DEATH SWING. BUT HER SON, 14 YEAR OLD WILLIAM BROWN, STEPPED COURAGEOUSLY IN FRONT OF HIS MOTHER AND RECEIVED THE BLOW JUST ABOVE THE TEMPLE WHICH COULD HAVE VERY EASILY KILLED WILLIAM BROWN....'

#7

WE WANT AN IMMEDIATE END TO POLICE BRUTALITY AND MURDER OF BLACK PEOPLE.

WE BELIEVE WE CAN END POLICE BRUTALITY IN OUR BLACK COMMUNITY BY ORGANIZING SELF-DEFENSE GROUPS THAT ARE DEDICATED TO DEFENDING OUR BLACK COMMUNITY FROM RACIST POLICE OPPRESSION AND BRUTALITY. THE SECOND AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES GIVES A RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS. WE THEREFORE BELIEVE THAT ALL BLACK PEOPLE SHOULD ARM THEMSELVES FOR SELF-DEFENSE.
‘ONE OF THE RACISTS HAD A CAR JACK IN HIS HAND AND SWUNG IT AT MRS. KATIE WITH A DEATH SWING. BUT HER SON, 14 YEAR OLD WILLIAM BROWN, STEPPED COURAGEOUSLY IN FRONT OF HIS MOTHER AND RECEIVED THE BLOW JUST ABOVE THE TEMPLE WHICH COULD HAVE VERY EASILY KILLED WILLIAM BROWN…’

On June 13, 1970, a Black family was attacked by White racists in the O’Donald Heights Area, causing blood to be spilled for no other reason than the oppression of Black people by this U.S. “racist” government, which is spilling the blood of people of color throughout the whole world. However, this type of incident is not by far the first of its nature. It is a historical fact that Black people here in fascist, imperialist America, have suffered from brutality, torture, and murder by White racists all the days of our lives in this nation of death.

It is important to note, that the broad masses of Baltimore and the world; understand clearly why there is such a great need for the Black Panther Party and a revolutionary change here in Babylon. Mrs. Katie Wilson, a widow and her two children live in the 1300 block of Stromeyer Way.

She was told by her daughter Catherine Brown (age 17) that some 15 to 20 White men had jumped on her uncle, Tom. Mrs. Katie rushed to the scene in the 1200 block of Wohler Way Street, bringing her 14 year old son with her. Upon their arrival Mrs. Katie inquired about John, whom the racists had already brutalized. The only response she received was threats, such as you will get the same and etc. She was also pushed about however, Mrs. Katie being a strong woman refused to leave until she had found John the victim that was attacked, and because she refused to leave she was jumped on by these mad barbarians.

One of the racists had a car jack in his hand and swung it at Mrs. Katie with a death swing. But her son, 14 year old William Brown, stepped courageously in front of his mother and received the blow just above the temple which could have very easily killed William Brown, blood began gushing from the head of William. William was taken in by a neighbor. A bottle was thrown at Mrs. Katie, hitting her around the heel, cutting the ligaments in the area around her heel. Thus causing her to be unable to walk, somewhen she managed to get to the house where her son was, and blood was still running from his head, William passed out four times before the ambulance arrived.

The arrival of the ambulance would be degraded by these dogs when going to stand by and allow our women to be shamed by White racists without lifting a finger to put an end to this madness, or are we going to fight back?

For too long we have allowed madness such as this to go on without being checked. We need a new man to fight for our women and children. This is a war and we must fight back. The time for lip service is over. We must do something about this.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
Baltimore Chapter
John Clark

EDITOR’S APOLOGY

Concerning last weekly article in the June 20th issue of the Black Panther “From Resistance To Liberation”. We would like to apologize to the people for failing to print the name of the Author, Tom Hayden. The article was reprinted from the July issue of Ramparts Magazine. Our publication of that article “From Resistance To Liberation”, does not reflect the agreement, position or attitude of the Black Panther Party. But we do maintain, that there is a need for true revolutionary criticism by and amongst the ranks of all true revolutionaries. Without which wrong ideas, views or opinions would go unchecked and harm the people’s just struggle for liberation and freedom.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
**BROTHER SHOT 25 TIMES IN LOS ANGELES**

Drove up and got out of their cars with drawn guns and were searching an unknown woman, who was supposedly part of the fight and who has since disappeared, Jerry crouched and pointed his water gun at them. How does a man in a crouched position get shot under his arms?

Early last Saturday morning (June 20th) Los Angeles pig bullets brutally ripped through the body of Jerry Lee Amie, 25 year old, another pig killing, gleefully executed by the inhuman masses who masquerade as our protectors.

The pigs alleged their reason for being was due to a telephone call (anonymous, of course) they received saying that a man and woman at brother Jerry’s address were fighting. Naturally in the best interest of the community two pig units swooped over the area to “protect” the people from each other.

For whatever phony reason, the pigs drove up to the front of Jerry’s house and dramatically hopped out of their cars with guns drawn. Jerry and his sister, Helen, were standing outside. (Because she had just run outside to talk to her brother before going to bed, Helen Amie had on her bed clothes.) Their mother had also just came out to talk to them. When they saw these maniacs with their guns drawn, they immediately began to shout with their hands raised and plead to the dogs not to shoot. They did this knowing that even though they didn’t have any concept as to the reason the pigs were there, as do all Black people, they knew the nature of the “policemen”. They know they have no rights under the laws of this racist oppressive country.

Shouts and pleas were immediately drowned by a barrage of bullets and soon by the blood of 25 year old Jerry Lee Amie. He had been shot over 25 times, head and chest, under his arms, the groin area and even his feet. (The pigs claim they thought Jerry had a gun. After he was murdered, they thought it might have been a water pistol, as they allegedly found pieces of plastic under his body. They claimed that as they drove up and got out of their cars with drawn guns and were searching an unknown woman, who was supposedly part of the fight and who has since disappeared, Jerry crouched and pointed his water gun at them, How does a man in a crouched position get shot under his arms?)

His 21 year old sister, Helen, was lying on the ground next to him, unaware that he had been shot, because she had tried to take cover, in front of her own house, and in her own community, from this terrorist band.

Jerry’s death was the first step towards the family to 10 living children. There had been 12, (Another brother was killed about three months ago), Helen said that they were all so stunned that they could hardly be angry, just hurt. Hurt because Jerry had been the quietest of the Amie children, it was not understandable to any one. Jerry had not long ago returned from Viet-Nam, having served three years and received three purple hearts. He lived there with most of the others, in the Black house, and he spent most of his time writing. He had never gotten into any “trouble” and seemed to nothing more than look forward to getting married and “settling down”. He used to write about that often, especially when he returned home from the Service.

Helen was also upset because at that time (when Jerry was shot) they were supposed to have been in Sacramento. Car trouble on the way had forced them to return back to Los Angeles, in fact when the pigs came they were discussing picking up the car they had left on the freeway.

But none of this could even be thought of. That is there was no time to feel anything. Helen, along with L.C., her oldest brother, and two other brothers were immediately kidnapped and taken to jail. They were soon released, having been charged with nothing. On their way from home to jail, they sat handcuffed in the pig cars and watched everyone else in their house being dragged out and thrown onto the ground. The only child in the family who escaped this treatment was Helen’s three month old son, Kevin, who was left in the house alone.

Another funeral in the Black community to commemurate the fact that the slavery of Black people is real and present and overt; to remind us that we have no rights which the White racist power structure is bound to respect; to remind us and let us know in facts that our rights as human beings under the fascist American Constitution are and have been always denied; to prove that as Huey P. Newton said; “An unarmed people are slaves or subject to slavery at any given moment”, to state emphatically that serving this country’s need overseas has never guaranteed Black people rights as human beings at “Home”; to add to the 400 year accumulative statistics that spell out genocide of Black people in Babylon. And finally to make us know that it is only the death of all our oppressors that will clear the air of Babylon of filth; which once cleared will allow the entrance of a new world with new man. And it is only their deaths that will guarantee the total liberation of Black people.

“For the salvation, liberation and freedom of our people, we will not hesitate to either kill or die!”

Death To The Pigs
Seize The Time

**BY LIFTING THEIR HANDS AGAINST JERRY LEE AMIE**

**THE BEST THAT HUMANITY POSSESSES**
Point No. 9 of the 10-Point Platform and Program of the Black Panther Party states that "we believe all Black men shall be brought to trial to be tried in court by a jury of their peers under the law of the Black community as defined by the Constitution of the United States." We have been told and are being told by all White jurists that we have no such understanding. We believe all Black men of the Black community, Point No. 8, "We want freedom for all Black men held in Federal, State, County and City prisons and jails." We believe that all Black people shall be released from the many jails and prisons because they have not received a fair and impartial trial.

On May 21, 1970, brother Frank Vin- cence, a 20-year-old Black man of Winston-Salem was sentenced to death in the gas chamber by the state of North Carolina for the murder of a 13-year-old White boy, James Jones. There has been evidence given to show brother Frank is innocent beyond a reasonable doubt. What we want to do, is expose this racist judicial system for what it is, and we know this is a political case or not. Frank Vincence's rights have been defiled and he was definitely rail- roaded to the gas chamber by eleven white southern crackers and one very old negro who doesn't make up a jury of friends.

The men in the State of North Carolina are now looking for a new case to railroad and begin to the people and we will always have self-defense and justice in the streets.

FRANK VANCE
accept this racist dehumanizing decision of these fools. Black people throughout this country must see this decision as an attack on all Black people and not just on brother Frank Vance. It is an attack on the human dignity and decency because this dehumanizing decision simply means that Frank Vance is guilty of raping a 13-year-old Black sitter and therefore he should be pro- lished to the full extent because he is not the least bit morally distin-
turbed and therefore in an aver-
age reasoning man from the Black community and that there is no-
thing abnormal about this man be-
coming the possessor of the average reasoning man of the Black community.

The Black community should see this decision as an attempt to de-
criminalize all Black people and jus-
tify the oppressors enslavement of Black people, to justify keeping us on so-called second-class citizens (in this nowadays and time, second class citizenship simply means that we are penniless slave class). This is the very same procedure that the European pigs used to justify taking us African-Americans away from Africa, raping us and confining us to the plantation (which now is called the Black community).

The Black community must at all times and by any means necessary, constantly fight for the legitimacy of this racist judicial system, we must recognise that the courts are no longer courts and have not become func-
tional for Black people, therefore it is high time that we quit rest-
ings and take the struggle to the streets, because fighting for the people and people will always have self-justified and justice in the streets.

FREE FRANK VANCE ALL BLACK PEOPLE CHALLENGE THE CONSTITU-
ENCY AND CITY PERSONS AND JAILS ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

On Sunday June 7, 1970, at about 12:05 noon a young brother by the name of Samuel Lane was sitting on his back steps, relating to the second amendment, which states that the people have a human right to bear arms. Samuel was cleaning his piece when two of Hizzos' thug-cops came along and approached the brother. They told him to hand over the rifle, the brother gave up the gun and one cop grabbed the brother and started to introell him, then the pigs threw the brother in the pig wagon and hauled him off to the pig pen, at 10th and Lancaster Avenue.

While he was in custody, the pigs went to his home, kicked in the door, there was no warrant at all, he entered illegally and tore up the brother's house and took for more weakness. When they did not find the San Diego, 3265 Wallace street Philadelphia, Pa., 19148.

ARM YOURSELF OR HARM YOURSELF-

Frederick Hampton Community Main Street Police Station

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.

MRS. ALLFORD, VICTIM OF A&P, FASCIST COURTS AND RACIST HOSPITALS

It is obvious to the people that the courts aren't for us from jump street. When I make my voice and money and A & P certainly has enough because they rob us of thou-
sands of dollars every day. To further illustrate this point, Allford's lawyer appealed the case to a higher court. Not only does Mrs. Allford have more money than the lawyer to do this; she can't even pay dollars is nothing to A & P, whereas it means a little from Mrs. Allford's purse to assist the lawyer in this case, who is in trouble. We say ALL AND P immoral, uneth-

BETTER TO MANIFEST IT'S REBELLION IN THE UNIVERSITIES OF THESE STREETS.

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
Pigs Mace Little Baby

REVOLUTIONARY EXAMPLE

Bad Housing

FORM OF GENOCIDE PENNSYLVANIA STYLE

WELFARE PIG

The Black Panther Party and William Morrissey consider an emergency when someone has no where to stay and no money to buy one. People may think it's a shame when people get evicted from their homes and have to turn to pigs for help. A pig doesn't care, a pig enforces the streets fighting to stay alive. This is why people have the calls to Welfare Agency pigs and the people turn to pigs for help.

Five shots ring out of the darkness from a speeding car, killing one pig dead and the others scattered as hell on the night of June 21, 1965. The police force has been on the pig for nine years watching and beating black panthers. The move from the force on June 21, 1965 for neglect of duty and misconduct in office. He didn't harass people as much as the pigs have for years. The pigs have always tried to maintain an image of being indis-criminatory and killing black panthers. They would say "Right On!" and to the rest of the pigs standing around saying, we say "Do to you!". "The racist dog police must withdraw immediately from our Black community, cease their vulgar murder, brutality and terror of black people. But here is the wrath of the armed people."

The local government with the help of the National En-forcement Agency Raymond Sharer has de- cided in advance to murder 100,000 people. This is because of the method that they plan to use in the 75% of the General Assistan- ce housing in order to protect the pigs that cut back in his budget. The people are being affected by the same Old people old enough to receive pensions, work and have a family, the men and women who cannot work. The back cut goes into effect, June 21.

Sharer and his lackeys will peck- out over $800,000 from every person who now receives General Assistance. This is how it works, the people are now receiving $650 per week, every two weeks, a total of $1300 per month. If the cut is al- lowed to go into effect it will only result in $34.50 per month! This money is supposed to pay rent, buy food and take care of all the other needs that poor people are supposed to cope with. The minimum rent in the urban cities of Pennsylvania starts at $50.00

This is when we asked the fool, who Welfare Agency, who Welfare Agency is, when a woman has no place to sleep, stays in a pig well and gets assaulted, a seven month pregnant sister and her five year old son has no place to stay and is forced to sleep on four or five metal chairs? What is an EMER- GENCY? HE CANNOT ANSWER.

The pig gave Mr. [reversed] a whole bunch of rules governing people's lives, which he forces on the people, none of the people are able to relate to the problems Black people face. The Black Panther Party is calling the Direc- tor, Mr. Grey a pig because he has said something that we are not to be noticed by some rules and regulations. We say this is because he has allowed the "thread and futile" of some black people lives to be destroyed because he has not opened his mouth to stop the madness.

Mr. Grey, like the pigs that make these rules, which don't serve or help the people, HE COOL, because he has done a fool deal with the same way pigs are.
Alas, although drunk pigs cop like Lz. Donley (who is Black) of the 5th division, destined and tasered or questions for the people demonstrating, no major outburst occurred.

The people decided to have a vigil during the night and to continue the demonstration until the next day. In the meantime the pigs police of Brooklyn moved on the rights of a brother named F, who is in the Young Lords Party, Minister of the Church. At 1030, Sunday morning the forces of oppression swallowed down the the brother apartments and kidnapped him under the cover of darkness having done their dirty work. They went out the job of framing F on charges of robbery, assault, and kidnapping.

Early in the morning Harlem erupted, the shots were still coming from the sky as ever, but something was different about the feeling, about the people. On the outside the people were very upset about the fact that F was in police custody and refused to come to the rally the Young Lords Party. On Sunday morning they joined the community under the white heroine plaque and understood that the only way to save this was by educating the community. This meant reaching the people, so they decided to have a march from 168th street to 155th street, and back again for another rally, which would also begin at 1500.

The march went on as planned, with many thousands marching together time to time giving out information to the children, and some children. In time people turned around and the marchers (those numbers had grown) went back to the start of their demonstration, 168th street and Lenox Avenue. On the Eastside the rally for FRI turned into a march down 168th street towards the East river.

About 1400 people from different parts of Harlem organizations, who were participating, were staging some in struggle and debt and the protests for the people, the black, who were being oppressed. They saw a Puerto Rican man shoot six times in the back, who is the brother of the victim.

That wasn’t printed in the news, but in the police’s news, it would be the first line of the inscription that the people at the pigs for our crimes of the summer of 1970 in New York. The pigs won’t move on the community, stumbling the bodies like they were cattle. Women and children were best, but in this event I would be snatched off the streets, beaten and stabbed into puddings, at least the rate. The people began to leave the streets rather

Peace and War

The struggle was launched in the streets

Although drunk pigs cop like Lz. Donley (who is Black) of the 6th division, destined and tasered or questions for the people demonstrating, no major outburst occurred.

The people decided to have a vigil during the night and to continue the demonstration until the next day. In the meantime the pigs police of Brooklyn moved on the rights of a brother named F, who is in the Young Lords Party, Minister of the Church. At 1030, Sunday morning the forces of oppression swallowed down the the brother apartments and kidnapped him under the cover of darkness having done their dirty work. They went out the job of framing F on charges of robbery, assault, and kidnapping.

Early in the morning Harlem erupted, the shots were still coming from the sky as ever, but something was different about the feeling, about the people. On the outside the people were very upset about the fact that F was in police custody and refused to come to the rally the Young Lords Party. On Sunday morning they joined the community under the white heroine plaque and understood that the only way to save this was by educating the community. This meant reaching the people, so they decided to have a march from 168th street to 155th street, and back again for another rally, which would also begin at 1500.

The march went on as planned, with many thousands marching together time to time giving out information to the children, and some children. In time people turned around and the marchers (those numbers had grown) went back to the start of their demonstration, 168th street and Lenox Avenue. On the Eastside the rally for FRI turned into a march down 168th street towards the East river.

About 1400 people from different
PENTAGON VS THE LUPMEN

"The lumpenproletariat are all those who have no secure relationship or vested interest in the means of production and the institutions of capitalism society. That part of the 'industrial army' held perpetually in reserve; who have never worked and never will who can't find a job who are unskilled and unuse; who have been displaced by machines, automation, and cybernetics and were never 're-skilled' or 'invented skills,' all those on welfare or receiving aid. Also the so-called 'criminal elements,' those who live by their wits, exactly off that which they rip off, who stick close to the types and the faces of the businessmen and say "which 'em up" or "giv' it up." Those who simply have paid the price of the economy and robbed of their social heritages."

Excerpt from "THE IDEOLOGY OF THE ALL-AMERICAN PARTY" BY ELDREDGE CLEAVER, MINISTER OF INFORMATION

Those who are oppressed are the most likely to fight first and fight the hardest. The lumpenproletariat are the most important witness to American society. The lumpen burned Watts and Detroit. The lumpen is who Huey P. Newton resigned from a seemingly hopeless situation into an effective educational body and an elite fighting force--the Black Panther Party--the Vanguard of the struggle in black America. We, the lumpen, understand why people feel so full of unappreciated brothers; we understand through our practices the nature of the beast and we go about the task of dealing with it--by any means necessary.

THE LUPMEN

First came the pacification program--government aid to negroes in the street--a token amount of money to the poor black deen-enchanted youths who burn down the symbols of those who oppress them, those who are the raw material for violent revolution taken mass that gave the Pentagon time to re-evaluate its strategy to control the streets; that gave them an ideology of the "black middle class". On one hand desiring a revolutionary doctrine of stagnation. Driving the idea of developing a consciousness or awareness of being black, teaching black, wearing black, talking like black people, 5,000 miles away, singing the songs of Africa and directing this black culture and black racial hatred into a driving force that will penetrate the mainstream of production, forcing the capitalist to share the pie with them, setting up a "black" business that will only relate to the same old trip of exploiting black people. Giving negroes, and I repeat, niggers, a false solution to the problem; a program that will set them on the path to the power just as the Rockefeller, the J.P. Morgan's, and the Henry Ford's. Like Ron Kasenka, who would like to be the "King of a Black Nation," I believe he is really the "King of Foolish." He is a manipulator of black minds, keeping the gun out of the hands of our people. He is a manipulator that is being manipulated by more than one. The Pentagon, Black capitalism is just the opposite. Instead of trying to be "black," nigger try to be white, try to become an ooo cook. Doing the same old trick of acting of achieving power by manipulation and exploitation of their own people. Neither has any room for the lumpen, especially those they cannot fool or manipulate. So at certain levels, both the cultural revolution and the Black capitalist will have to move on the lumpen the same way as the White bourgeoisie does now--oppression calls for resistance, whether your oppressor is black or White, resistance calls for pigs--and there seems to be no problem getting Black pigs these days. The rise of both of the cultural nationalists and the Black capitalists is that they are organizing plans to deal with them, both as soon as they deal with the lumpen niggers who are the backbones of the fighting spirit in the black colony, while there is an attempt to prepare and strictly control and is not interested in the revolutionary movement on earth for the purpose of suppressing and their communities, politically and physically as well as morally. Hard drug and excessive alcohol cut into their systems and heroes and help destroy a revolution. In our situation, the Pentagon who controls the guns, who are the super pigs, who direct the local pigs have conspired on the one hand with local pigs for a certain period of time to allow the flow of narcotics to flow freely in the Black community only hurting periodically the small time piddler and occasionally a big time pusher who gets out of line. On the other hand they conspired with the Mafia--allowing them the freedom of bringing in large quantities of narcotics to sell to Black people. Just look in the last three years at the upsurge of drugs in your own community. The Mafia and the government works hand-in-hand in every way because of their power to disrupt the needed organization and cooperation of those who own and operate influence those facilities in this society that controls this economy. So the situation is that the Pentagon and one of its running dogs is implementing a program that was designed to kill our youth, to feed our revolutionary spirit and say "no" to our revolutionary strength. As it stands now a large segment of the lumpen are on drugs and really don't know why. Those lumpen who are seriously organized--the Pentagon has a law--the McCarran Act, which is designed to suppress and destroy all organized revolutionaries and all potential revolutionaries in general. That's when the bare wire will be at your corner, your papers will be in your hand and you know the situation. That's when the revolutionary camps will be filled with the lumpen. Once the Pentagon has successfully ripped off the hard core fighters, our backbone, the lumpen, it will be a clear road to destroy niggers, all niggers general. And--this is where the reactionary right-wing, para-military, racist organizations like the Ku Klux Klan, the American Nazi Party, etc., would gather all those fascist pig-coward that want to wage a "holy war" on negroes. As just as they did the Jews and the blacks they will lay a foundation for a genocide that will make Hitler look like a baby. Once negroes are faced with death everyday, knowing that their struggle is "the lumpen" are gone because they did not defend them, their fighting spirit will be successfully broken and the will to struggle will be smashed to bits by hopelessness--only the will to live, no matter how demoralized they become, will be left. That will be the final victory for the lumpen will be the best of the people. The upcoming battle will be the best of the people. The upcoming battle will be the best of the people.

THE PENTAGON

Unlike the so-called "middle class Negro," we do not dream abstract dreams that we will be allowed to share in the wealth of America. We will not compromise with those who lock us up and kill us.

Many tactics have been used by the government to break the fighting spirit of the lumpen--the street niggers. These tactics are a direct result of excessive planning by the top pigs of the Pentagon.

Seize the Time

WASHINGTON, D.C.-Author Charles Chapter III, on the Gallup poll findings and the shrinking of the black voter base, concedes that "there have been few indications that black voters have been swayed by political rhetoric." He adds, "The black voter base has been eroded to the point that it is now a minority." This is a concern, he says, because "the black voter base is essential for the political stability of the country." He warns that without a strong black voter base, "the political landscape of the country could be fundamentally altered."
TELEGRAM TO
COMRADE KIM IL SUNG

KIM IL SUNG
PREMIER OF THE CABINET
DEMOCRATIC PEOPLES
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

June 25th marks the 20th anniversary of the U.S. Imperialist aggressor invasion of the DPRK in 1950.

The Black Panther Party takes this occasion to salute the DPRK and the wise and brave leader of the 40 million Korean people, Comrade Kim Il Sung.

We recognize and respect the long history of resistance and victory that Comrade Kim Il Sung and the 40 million Korean people have contributed to the world wide struggle against imperialism and fascism; the shining examples of socialist construction while under severe conditions of U.S. provocation and aggression; the many brilliant ideological contributions you have made to the socialist camp and in particular the concept of “Juche”.

Because of our historical experience in America; because we are faced with no alternatives but genocide or liberation we understand the criminal nature and gangster logic of the U.S. ruling class. Black people are increasingly the victims of overt military aggression and U.S. plots to subvert our struggle for national salvation. Under these conditions we have an increasing awareness that the expulsion of the U.S. imperialist burglars from Korean soil and the reunification of Korea will be a victory for the Korean people and a victory for oppressed people the world over.

We see clearly that the reunification of Korea is not separate from the salvation of Black and other oppressed people in fascist America. As gang boss Nixon and his mob of criminals intensify their attempts to loot Asia they are intensifying their murderous repression of Black people in America. These attacks will be met with revolutionary solidarity manifested in action, both around the world and in the gangster party and with our 300,000 fighter in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and North America; the U.S.A. will surely be brought to its knees.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
U.S.A.

RALLY
Thursday
June 25, 1970

LONNIE MC LUCAS
CONN. PANTHER
POLITICAL PRISONER
Corner: Alm & Church 9:00a.m.

FOR LONNIE MC LUCAS IN SOLIDARITY
WITH THE KOREAN PEOPLE
20th Anniversary of Invasion of Yankee Imperialist into the Fatherland of the Korean People
June 25, 1950

We Demand The Immediate And Complete Withdrawal Of U.S. Forces From S. Korea
LONNIE MCLUCAS
CONNECTICUT 9
PANTHER
POLITICAL PRISONER

By SUE DEVLIN
NEW YORK, June 15 — "Lonnie thinks that he is unjust for him to be tried separately and I also think that it is unjust," said Mildred McLucas, mother of Black Panther Captain Lonnie McLucas.

McLucas, who was seized by prosecution motion from eight other Black Panther defendants including Panther National chairman Bobby Seale, is scheduled to go on trial tomorrow on charges of kidnapping resulting in death.

"Lonnies that they want to try him first in order to get the others convicted," Mrs. McLucas said, referring to his son at the Little Neck State prison. Mrs. and Mrs. Mildred McLucas, Sr. had traveled from Wade, N. C. for the one-hour visit with their son that prison regulations allow.

McLucas and the eight other Panthers face the electric chair for their alleged involvement in the death of Alex Rackley, a Panther from New York City. Rackley was found dead in a yacht on the Long Island Sound last March 31, 1969.

Mrs. McLucas, a clerk at a to-bacco factory, said that she and her husband had not been able to afford to visit their son since he was arrested and made last July after his arrest.

Letters barred
"We have been writing to Lonnie all the time," she said, "but he is not getting our mail. We wrote to say that we were coming and he did not answer. When we saw him today he told us that he has not been getting any mail and

LONNIE MCLUCAS

Panthers charge that Rackley was "a member in good standing" and murdered by the pigs in an attempt to frame the Black Panther Party.

McLucas is one of three accused of actually having been present when Rackley was shot. The other two, Warren Kimberly and George Samms Jr., have entered pleas of guilty of second-degree murder.

'Mental defective'
Samo's, whose statement to police was the only evidence for the arrest of Seale and McLucas, has a long history of confinement for mental disorders and has been classified as a "mentally defective," Kimberlin told the Daily. His first attorney had intended to plead innocent, changed his plea to guilty of second-degree murder, after a visit from his brother, a police officer in Carneys Point.

A guilty verdict against McLucas would lay the groundwork for a death sentence for all nine Panthers who have entered pleas of innocence.

At the Bridgeport headquarters of the National Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCP), a Pan-
I was recently in Bermuda and I came across the information. I thought it might be of interest to the Black Panther Party.

The Black Berets are a group of youths who came together because of their frustration for the colonial White government under which their people are forced to live. They want to bring out the contradictions into the open so that the Bermudians will be more aware of what is going on. They want to learn more about the oppression of their people, their brothers, according to the Englishmen, "thy hard, the Natives are restless!" The youth no longer prefer to be called West Indians, they are Black and that is what they call themselves.

In Bermuda there is the White way of living and the Black way of living. On the surface, discrimination is the minimum but underneath the racist, White supremacy, White crackar

As we prepare for the defense of our communities, we should understand that "The best defense is a good offense." For years the piggies have attacked us meeting little resistance, due to the unorganized state of the people the piggies have been able to ride roughshod over us. This defense has never been corrected and must constantly be worked upon. Now we are more able to defend ourselves and organize a striking force or Counter-Attack. It is of the essence that we do not become hung-up in defenses of certain areas; some will find it easy to stay in fortified positions waiting on the enemy, though the time will come for defensive action, offensive action should be primary. It would be to the advantage of the combatants to put the enemy on the defensive while strengthening their own defensive. In other words, we must prepare our people. It does not matter that we may be unable to launch a massive offensive in the conventional sense of warfare but what is important we launch numerous attacks and calling upon our people troops and strongholds (pig states).

As D.C. pointed out, the combination have in their :Black, White, Yellow, and How (WHY) and "Communications, Mobility and Information (CMI)". Now being to combat CMI is to get the maximum effect of WHY. Keep the enemy on the defensive for this happens, the enemy will find it hard to use their CMI. The piggies will find movement within the colony, harassing. That is why it is important to know what defenses the troops know their terrain, especially their mobile forces and could be used for moving in reinforcements and equipment. For a strategic point of view the highways will be the enemies life line by employing our tactics we will out run the life line.

BASE AREAS

In forming self-Defense groups it is important that the group establish Base Areas. What are these base areas? They are the strategic bases on which the offensive forces rely in performing their strategic tasks and it is the object of preserving and expanding themselves and destroying and driving out the enemy. Without such strategic bases, there will be nothing we depend on in carrying out any strategic tasks on achieving the aim of the struggle.

The location of Base Areas should be situated in areas such that where and when the struggle becomes intense, they will be accessible to the combatants, but not to the enemy. At first this will be hard, as Modem-Country troops move strategically as well. Using caution and of course common sense, self-Defense groups CONT. ON NEXT PAGE

THE STRATEGIC TIME

THE STRATEGIC VICTORY

SEIZE IT NOW

ANOTHER BROTHER DEAD

On Saturday, June 6th, a nineteen year old brother of the black, commonly known as Larry, was shot to death in front of the motel store at 117th and 71st Ave. Larry had attempted to make an armed heist of the food store and he ran out the door to make his getaway but shot by Chaver, the owner. Larry dropped dead and continued on his way. The owner shot him again and he fell. The racist dog stood over the brother and shot him in the back and twice more. When the gearpigs finally arrived on the scene they allowed the racist dog to leave the scene without moving to stop him. Says the piggie from the 28th precinct, "he report it himself."

The oppressive conditions inside Jail, police brutality, prostitution, unemployment, capitalism, injustice and genocide, forced the brother to illegal means to obtain the standard held by the brother. The black people from the inside tell of being in that prison. The oppressive elements of this society have declared war upon the people, using the legal system to justify their overly as brutal acts of genocide. The people of the black communities have to wake up and realize murder and genocide for what it is and that we are forced to struggle, to say and to deliver the consequence of either. Either we lose and lose our freedom or the white forces from our Black community'S or we are going to start shooting.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Harlem Branch

Bermuda: Natives Restless
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BLACK BERET CADRE LIBERATION SCHOOL IN PEMBROKE WEST, BERMUDA

of the South attitudes are prevalent. The Black people are given tokens to keep them happy and peaceful. In Bermuda, the Black man has no freedom, so say in his government (appointed by the British government), he is forced to serve in the armed British forces, his children are excluded from an inferior manner, in a segregated fashion. The government goes as far as to provide housing for Black children who live on the other side of the island, away from the Black school. This is no different than the Black man in Harlem, the Black man in Africa, the Black man in Puerto Rico. He is still a slave.

Black Berets have modeled themselves after the Black Panther party, with the world will belong to the people. Mao

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

Blacks P.S. The Black Berets have indicated that they would like to receive the Black Panther News paper, get in touch with them.

Black Beret Cadre p.o. Box 55 Pape, Bermuda

or

Jeanne Knight (Liberation School teacher)
North Shore Road Pembroke West, Bermuda

People have questioned us in the Black Panther Party about how to know we see victory for Black and oppression, but we can see it happening. Particularly under the arduous situation prevailing in the free world, the attacking of the most powerful reactionary government in the world, the United States of America, Our reply is that moving in a scientific manner we are exposing the weaknesses of USA, and recognize it as a reactionary brute power, and it is this understanding which forms the basis to oppressed people obtaining liberation in this battle: to see revolutionary, as we view the historic nature of man grappling with bruteforce many times stronger than man, we see that everything has a dual nature, as opposite. Where there is life, there is death, realizing this, we search for the death-force which will eliminate the brute force. Under primitive conditions man have fought against the forces who many times stronger than man.

The oppressive conditions inside jail, too, heavy duty, house arrest, unemployment, capitalism, injustice and genocide, forced the brother to illegal means to obtain the standard held by the brother. The black people from the inside tell of being in that prison. The oppressive elements of this society have declared war upon the people, using the legal system to justify their overly as brutal acts of genocide. The people of the black communities have to wake up and realize murder and genocide for what it is and that we are forced to struggle, to say and to deliver the consequence of either. Either we lose and lose our freedom or the white forces from our Black community'S or we are going to start shooting.
ORGANIZING SELF DEFENSE GROUPS

In past articles, the types of weapons and their use have been run down. To have a complete picture of the armed group, you must know the proper methods of firing the weapon that you have. In this article seven basic positions will be explained and each position has a purpose of its own. The pictures show a soldier with a military M-1 Garand rifle but these positions can be used with any shoulder fired weapon. The first step is being able to hit the target effectively that you are aiming at in correct sight alignment and sight picture.

FIGURE 1 Diagram of Sight Picture

The sight picture is made up of four parts: The first thing you do when sighting your target, you look through the rear peep sight. (If you are shooting with your right shoulder look with left eye.) Through the rear peep sight you should see the front post sight and outer blazed. Your target should be centered on either side directly on top of the front post sight, according to where you wish the bullet to strike and the range of your target. Image of the post and peep sight should be encircled in the picture of the front two blades. You now have a complete sight picture and now ready to fire weapon.

Trigger squeeze is the next step that must be gone through. On most rifles you will find that when pulling the trigger you will feel a small amount of free pull. This is called slack. The method of pulling out the slack and going on to fire rifle is as follows:

Pull on trigger slowly and gently start pulling the trigger, (do not pull, or jerk trigger), when the gun goes off it should be a complete surprise to the shooter.

STANDARD RIFLE POSITIONS

After sight alignment and trigger squeeze has been done, there is one last step that the shooter must go through and that is choosing a shooting position that best fits the situations and conditions that he is in. Also the position and shape of target. There are eight standard firing positions and shape of target. There are eight standard firing positions for the rifle. The first is the standing position, this position can be used for many different purposes.

FIGURE 18 STANDING POSITION

The prone position is very important for the guerrilla forces to use this can be a very effective firing position, you also present little or no target for the enemy to shoot back at.

FIGURE 17 STANDING POSITION

When having target practice this is the first position to start from.
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COUNTER ATTACK

will be able to establish a functional base. After establishing a strong base, the Self-Defense groups should then decentralized to minimize the chance of detection and cover a wider area of operation. Also when setting up a base area (b) it would be wise

CONT. FROM LAST PAGE
JUNETEENTH THE COMMITMENT

Cleveland, Ohio, Tampa Florida, Detroit, Michigan, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, from all across racist America, they came! The crazy niggers--the field niggers--the destructive niggers, they came to see about a Revolutionary Constitutional Convention! They stood at the foot of the Lincoln Monument and called "Honest Abe" a two bit liar! They did not make a sound--they were completely silent--all of them, everyone there was silent. Until someone said, "We'll just have to get guns and be men."

They did not come to be entertained! They did not come to wolf, they came to assure the sons of Lincoln, the daughters of Washington that they would indeed destroy America! They came to let the peoples of the world know that Black people in America stand ready to deal a destructive blow to ANYONE and ANYTHING that stands in the way of complete liberation.

They listened to the message of Huey P. Newton and vowed to the universe, that they would make good, any promise made by the Black Panther Party.

They assured the Chief of Staff and the world, that they would not allow anyone, Black, White or purple, to take away their right of freedom of speech and thought. Dick Nixon spoke on the right to Freedom of Speech and the need of Black people and all minority people in the U.S. to re-write the U.S. Constitution to meet the basic needs and desires. Geronimo, Deputy Minister of Defense for the Southern California Chapter of the Black Panther Party, testified about his four pig conspired felony cases now pending. He also pointed out that niggers, Black men, have always been railroaded to prison for long periods of time. The jury members included a nurse, a teacher, Marle Branch; medical student and community worker, Al Wilburn; high school student, Cheryl Martin and David Snead and college student, Linda Wright. Other jurors were Rhetta Hughes, the sister who recorded "I Got My Fire". Also Don Brathwaite, a steel worker, and Bill Arnold, a carpenter, and Cliff Manaker was there, as a 12, who was qualified to be on the People's Jury because he knew the nature of oppression not only as a Black man but also as a Jew who is forced, like so many, to kill in the name of the oppressor.

The judge and jury listened to six hours of testimony and afterwards came to a unanimous decision with the masses of people present. Dedan Kamathi, intimate of Soledad Prison and Jury Foreman brought back the unanimous verdict of guilty on all charges, including murder of Black Panther Party members and the masses of Black people; conspiracy to commit murder of Party members and Black people;

PEOPLE'S TRIBUNAL

APPROXIMATELY 600 PEOPLE CAME TOGETHER SATURDAY AT ST. JOHN'S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, LOCATED AT 105TH. AND SANTA ANA STS. IN WATTS, TO HEAR THE PEOPLE'S TESTIMONY AGAINST TRICKY DICK NIXON...

Marie Fitzgerald and her son Leroy Fitzgerald were heard. They spoke regarding the railroaded to the gas chamber of their son and brother. "Chips" Fitzgerald. He had been convicted of 1st Degree Murder in a phenomenally "speedy" trial--four days.

Sharon Williams and Robert Bryan, along with Mrs. Iona Murphy (a resident of the Black community in Los Angeles for the past 21 years), testified about the December 8th (1969) conspired pig attack on Los Angeles Panther Headquarters. Presiding Judge at the People's Tribunal, Angela Davis, testified about repression of all Black people in general and especially about the political repression of the Soledad Brothers and the Black Panther Party Chairman, Bobby Seale. Sister Angela also explained that what the pigs had done to her in terms of her teaching at UCLA was played up in order to avoid any public information surrounding what she termed more serious cases.
They assured the Chief of Staff and the world, that they would not allow anyone, Black, White or purple, to undermine the just struggle of our people.

Someone said that the Constitution was like a crap game with loaded dice. The people said they would rip off the game and use the ribs of the oppressor as bones to throw against the curbs of capitalism.

On September 7, 1970, these same crazy niggers will go to Philadelphia—home of Benny Franklin, stronghold of Rizzo, the rat, and they will proclaim the unsurpassed strength of oppressed people! Labor Day—the day of exploitation, the madmen will demonstrate the insanity of four hundred years of pent up anger! They have said in Washington on the “Day of Jubilee” that the fascist pigs will straighten up their hands or the inmates of insane America will open up a new front and the streets will bleed with the blood of lying dogs, commonly called pigs!

We join the revolutionary people of America and the world in the following commitment—“In the struggle for liberation, we will either win—or we will die. There can be no compromise!”

FIGHT ON MADMEN!

Afeni Shakur (N.Y. 21)

Anaye Dharoba, one of the 21 Panthers arrested in New York in April of 1969, testified about the lies the pigs put forward about the Panthers there. He explained that Panthers don’t and did not plot to blow up major department stores and flower gardens as they have alleged to have done. “Doc” Satchel, a member of the Illinois Branch of the Black Panther Party (Deputy Minister of Health), exposed the truth about the murder of Fred Hampton and Mark Clark. He effectively explained how the pigs suddenly shot into Fred’s house, without warning or permission, and in cold blood shot and killed Fred and Mark, and wounded him 6 or 7 times.

The Minister of Education of the Black Panther Party, Masai Hewitt, and the Chief of Staff, David Hilliard, both gave testimony that substantiated the charges against the pigs of National repression and genocide against Black people. Specifically Masai testified about the Grand Jury system and David talked about the repression of the rights of people in general. He

Having been found guilty of all charges, the National, State and Local pig establishment and appendages thereof and all pigs therein were sentenced to be “revolutionized to Death” by the masses of poor and oppressed people throughout racist Babylon.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
PROFILE OF A CONSPIRACY

The Bureau of Special Services in New York is the local equal of the FBI or the CIA, and the international C.I.A. in that, among other things, it conducts investigations and runs devices to identify, monitor, and target the activities of gene Robert's so-called "hit squads". In the case of the N.Y. 21, the squad was called the "Harlem Five" because its members were so closely linked to the activities of the Black Panther Party. The information provided by the members of the squad was used to construct a profile of the group's activities and to target their members for criminal prosecution.

The bureau's investigation of the N.Y. 21 was based on the testimony of an informer, Sean Dabney, who worked for the Black Panther Party and was used as a confidential source by the bureau. Dabney's testimony was based on his own experiences as a member of the Black Panther Party and his knowledge of the group's activities.

Dabney's testimony revealed that the N.Y. 21 was a group of young people who were involved in the Black Panther Party and were responsible for a number of incidents, including the murder of Malcolm X. Dabney stated that he joined the Black Panther Party in order to help the organization's efforts to achieve its goals of social and political change.

Dabney's testimony was supported by evidence from other sources, including wiretaps and other surveillance techniques. The bureau's investigation of the N.Y. 21 was based on a comprehensive and well-documented profile of the group's activities and members.

CONTRADICTIONS IN THE N.Y. 21 TRIAL

Detective Hodgson testified:

On Thursday, May 21, 1970, Detective Robert Hodgson of the 3rd District Police Department was assigned to the case of Death of Malcolm X. He was told that the man was malcolm X, and that he was involved in drug trafficking. The deceased was Malcolm X, who was killed in the early morning hours of Friday, May 21. Hodgson was assigned to the case by Detective Robert, who was also a member of the Black Panther Party.

The case involved the death of Malcolm X, who was known to be a drug user and a member of the Black Panther Party. The investigation was focused on determining the cause of his death and identifying those responsible.

During the trial, several key witnesses testified, including Detective Robert Hodgson. These witnesses included informants and other individuals who had knowledge of the Black Panther Party and its activities. The trial was marked by numerous contradictions and conflicting statements from the various witnesses.

The case of Malcolm X's death was a complex and controversial one, with many different versions of events and interpretations of the evidence. The trial of the N.Y. 21 was a significant part of the ongoing investigation into the Black Panther Party and its activities, and the contradictions in testimony and other evidence highlighted the difficulties in understanding and evaluating the group's activities.
THE TRIAL OF LOS SIETE DE LA RAZA
BLACK PEOPLE Awaiting Justice

BUST THE PUSHER

Throughout the Black colony there lurks a well-known but unwanted element. A product of the times, but a devourer of lives. There’s a breed of newscapers, preying off of the misery and devastation of their brothers and sisters. The financier of death, the pusher. Unlike most illegitimate capitalists, the pusher can only survive when surrounded by humanity. The cries of the curfew, the strains of carousing, the dead and dying, and the sight of their society collapsing. The pusher’s little finger can bring them to their knees. The pusher is a monster. Unlike most illegitimate capitalists, the pusher has little fear of being caught; he’s been too clever. Since his “clients” members of the walking dead, grant him a certain immunity, they would be overjoyed to have anything necessary to prevent their supply of dope from being cut off.

But you may say, what of it, since I’ve seen them diggers down there mouldering and rotting, and leaning and nodding, scratching and leaning, and it doesn’t rightly affect us, so why should I worry? It’s their own fault that they got that way. If they want to stop bad enough there are places for them to go to. This is the aesthetic of quite a few people, but few people know that the flag waving, red, white, and blue government of the United States had planned the destruction of all oppressed peoples. A plan that includes creating a great influx of dope to be especially designed to keep the hapless snuggers on the streets and the youth of every nation as functionally as possible. To keep them in such a state that when the armed revolutionaries were a fraction state inside of the community to further intensify the hatred and bitterness oppressed people there will be little resistance. The only hope of the people, the only hope of the people, will be to turn more Black people into snuggers and bootlickers. By no means or under any circumstances should you ever go anywhere near the pusher. If you do not know your name, help us “Bust the Pusher.”

We are all well aware that the Black community must purge their own ranks; why the pushers must be organized and educated to the need for ridicing the Black community of anyone or anything that is harming the struggle for liberation and true freedom. This includes the toms, bootlickers, en- damnors, and the mutes. It is quite possible that the most honest, but a per- son who seems to be most needed in the ghetto, the lover of souls, the pusher. We must not be fooled by the latest pusher he/knows little of bust the pusher. One person in a thousand.

The Black community must have a clean line of pushers, a clean line of pushers. We must not be fooled by any one to the pushers. If these people cannot be educated and part of the solution, then they will be dealt with. The problem of the people, the problem of the people, will be to turn more Black people into snuggers and bootlickers. By no means or under any circumstances should you ever go anywhere near the pusher. We will only protect our own.
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The Black Panthers are preparing the revolution with precision... but time is at their service.

By Jean Genet

What Americans do not understand, they buy and they deform. What they cannot buy, they crush. Their reactions are coherent, but the reasoning is more than reasonable, they are cholerical and brutal. The Negro, who has always been fully prepared by Allen Dulles for Keynes, and the fascist of the Bay of Pigs, is little more than a child in the breast of that break in the coast where defeat awaited them; we now call "pigs" a bitter gust, and not their ignorance and that of their rage.

Why now this prosperity, this apparent excellence, happy mathematicians gnost of them actually imported from Germaness, who, whenever they face a revolutionary act and are forced to think in qualitative terms, the Cuban phenomenon simply submerged Dulles and the technocratic approach. The Americans — they are forced to ignore Chico they can deceive Mantis, South Korea, and Perú— the three whales of the Pacific, and the last, the bearded-child of that peculiar genius which could provoke Chung-Ki-Shek to Mao Tse-Tung. The Soviet Union is the only real possibility now that she is becoming a robot. Others they crush: North Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, in theoauth of Domingo. Or buy and corrupt: Japan, the Philippines, Thailand, Brazil, and the rest of the same way, within "American" territory, they have become a people themselves — politicians and actors, basketball players or boxers, dancers or singers. The Negro has finally become a mask a terrible ill-racism. Those Black who refuse to prostitute their color to the white man's image. Massacred Fred Hampton, Archer Glaude, Jean-Claude Thomas, Lawrence Robert Westlock, Steve Barouchalone, but I'll stop here the reader's delicate eyes. Has not the effect of 28 Black Panthers in two years. They killed Huey Newton, bodybebe, he was shot by Eldridge Cleaver.

A short recapitulation, with only the deaths of Malcolm X and King, racism in the United States blazed forth ever more clearly, with the customary lynching by the Ku Klux Klan, the traditional hanging of blacks in the South. But now there is a more expedient and brutal reaction: police and racist massacre, and public terrorism. Every American knows what clearly is what I am talking about, and the Negrooce, he is just as a living body becomes conscious of its own will when it is in pain or when it is wounded. But with itself in a selfish and unconscious, or with other gilds, the fact remains that this black wound, over bleeding, is the only sensitive point in America, the only point one feels a burning heart. A few years ago, these hourglass were marked by rhythms which still black people to the continent from which they were drained. Today, the Blacks know the Black Panther Party, they know it, they know it is the rational curtailment of diabolical materialism. He has put in the authority of his old masters, the Negro quadrant, and he put back into what questions formerly seemed a religious digm: the Negroiftiny is the only one to think of death. It is not again, the Americans do not understand, they buy and deform, what they cannot buy, they crush. The Negro, who has always been prepared by Allen Dulles for Keynes, and the fascist of the Bay of Pigs, is little more than a child in the breast of that break in the coast where defeat awaited them; we now call "pigs" a bitter gust, and not their ignorance and that of their rage.
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The U.S. imperialist murderer devaustiously killing innocent people, lording it over South Korea which is not their country, not the territory of those who suffered and were destroyed.

The United States has plundered all sorts of horrible atrocities. Such as mass slaughter, collective arson and eviction of inhabitants on the pretext of "reorganizing the government". In July 1961, South Korea was invaded by U.S. imperialist puppet forces, directly killing more than 100,000 innocent people. In one year from 1949 alone, more than 100,000 patriotic people were slaughtered hundreds of thousands of homes burned down and millions of peasants driven away. Regarding to unheard of suppression against the South Korean people, U.S. imperialism has never given up their aggressive ambition even after their ignominious defeat in the Korean War.

After the conclusion of the Armistice Agreement, U.S. imperialism invaded North Korea again. The United Nations Command and the U.S. imperialist aggression army invaded Korea again. The Korean people, under the leadership of the Comrade Kim II Sung, the great victor of the Korean people's revolution, finally liberated Korea. That is why the U.S. imperialism, after the conclusion of the Armistice Agreement, never gave up their aggressive ambition.
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The military fascist rule of U.S. imperialism in South Korea and the anti-Chinese people
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struggle for freedom, democracy and the peaceful unification of the fatherland. The military fascist rule of U.S. imperialism was brought to the people of South Korea.

Driven to a blind alley, U.S. imperialism, as a desperate attempt to maintain its rule, took the road of establishing a fascist, military dictatorship by purchasing the army to further its profits and ambitions in the South Korean market.

The most reactionary "May 16 military coup d'état" was cooked up with the scrupulous preparations and meticulous planning of U.S. imperialism. This can be clearly testified by the fact that the reactionary "junta" leader to Japan, Shinbohojiro reported to the U.S. ambassador that it was "momentous military men newly brought up in the battlefields who were the backbone of the Republic of Korea and Allen Dulles, director of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency carpeted the military coup d'état" said this would be used as a base to spread fascism in the whole continent of Asia. The "coup" was instigated by the military junta of the U.S. and CIA during my term of office was the military junta of the U.S. in the Republic of Korea.

It was by no means accidental that President Douglas MacArthur, the father of Pak Jung Hui tried to play the role of the "May 20 military coup" by using Pak Jung Hui, a fascist and war criminal, to overthrow the government. Pak Jung Hui was appointed as the county head of his "meritorious service" in brutal suppressing reactionaries and its participants. His "Post War Reform" policy was successful in putting down the "metaphor" in the "military academy". He was called "a Japanese of special staff supplies" because of his excessive, fratican loyalty.

For this reason he became a liaison between the South Korean army and the immediate aggressor army and slaughtered, wearing a sword, a large number of South Korean military and people who were struggling for the independences and national reunification of the nation. This scandalous movement was mobilized to suppress and murder patriots over 100 times in one year.

That gangster also won confidence as a secret military agent of Japanese imperialism. His fascist troops were not anti-U.S. military officers. The South Korean imperialism was defeated, he was handed over to the intelligence organs of U.S. imperialism, Pak Jung Hui, the so-called "junta leader of the South Korean puppet army and information about the military secretaries and men of the puppet army including 71 patriots were participated in the mutiny of military men in Pyongyang and Songdowon and led the Sochonhwa "coup" movement. He became a trusted secret agent of the "National Intelligence Agency" for this "service".

The U.S. imperialism inflated the so-called "Pak Jung Hui puppet" and set the puppet regime because they had planned to use it to help the so-called "revolutions" under the cover of "national reunification". He was the military resource of the "chicken and egg" army, a conscious agent of the South Korean puppet army, and the "South Korean branch of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency". In addition, the "U.S. embassy" set up the "office of observer" under the "U.S. ambassador" to control and direct the U.S. troops. A complete military apparatus was set up in the puppet government.

The "villainous U.S. ambassador" and his family personal in the local ruling machinery under his direction and control. Where is such "embassy" in the world?

With the favor of these aggressive set-ups in South Korea, U.S. imperialism works out andepromotes a new type of puppet regime from the fabrication of various evil ideas including the instigation of various anti-Chinese, anti-socialist patriots and the problem of tax impostations and bulge even the right of personnel administration of the puppet regime in its hands and usually forms and manipulates reactionary political parties.

This is the true colours of the so-called "Pak Jung Hui puppet regime" in South Korea put up under the "new order" and its so-called "independent state".

Upon occupying South Korea the U.S. imperialists enforced military administration and had perpetrated atrocities of arresting and imprisoning immunovable people at random.

1. Internment of war policy and colonial facetism policy by U.S. imperialism and Pak Jung Hui clique.

The key note in the colonial enslavement policy of U.S. imperialism in South Korea is to turn South Korea into their military aggression base and their military upredrance.

The U.S. imperialism, since the first days of its seizing into South Korea, has cherished ambition not only to reduce South Korea to its colony but also to invade the whole of Korea and Asia with South Korea as a springboard.

The U.S. imperialism has stationed concentrated military and armed forces in South Korea and its satellite countries in South Korea and South Asia. They have stationed more than 700,000 strong.

U.S. imperialism has thrown into South Korea 40% of the total amount of its "aid" to the supply of military arms, equipment and maintenance of the puppet army.

This reveals that the so-called "satellite army" in South Korea is a pure military front for the implementation of the will of U.S. imperialism, for the use of means of aggression and plunder which aim mainly at maintaining the "colonial and semi-colonial" existence of South Korea. The so-called "satellite army" in South Korea is an aggressor army controlled by U.S. imperialism, an aggressor army with the criminal object of transferring the so-called "aggression" army into South Korea through the criminal means of "aid" and "aid" and maintenance of the puppet army.

The so-called "aggression army" in South Korea is an aggressor army by U.S. imperialism and Pak Jung Hui clique, and the whole of it is a nest of reactionaries and traitors, and the whole of it is a pure capitalist extractor and raider.

The so-called "aggression" army is an aggressor army in South Korea and the so-called "aggression army" in South Korea is an aggressor army with the very purpose of implementing the criminal will of U.S. imperialism.

2. The U.S. imperialism having established the South Korean puppet army, already immediately after August 15, and armed it into the puppet army when the puppet regime was rigged up.

Following the Korean war, U.S. imperialism has ceaselessly reaffirmed the so-called "support the puppet army" and their military occupation of the puppet government, pursuing constantly the policy of provocation of a new war.

Already in 1966, the military strength of the South Korean puppet army was enhanced to 70,000 strong at the time of armistice, was increased to 75,000 and in one year of 1966 alone, one army division, one marine corps brigade and number of small-sized organs of peacekeeping was organized. War preparations in South Korea have been stepped up and the war chieftain, staged into South Korea and gave instructions to the Pak Jung Hui puppet clique on intensifying war preparations in October, 1966.

U.S. imperialism, following the incident of the armed spy ship, armed spies and so-called armed force disciples lauded the South Korean puppet army by newly organizing two independent armoured brigades, two air wings and 10 "coust guard boats" stationed in "port towns" and activating 5 reserve divisions into combat divisions, and organized 2,500 strong "reserve" rapidly reinforcing the U.S. imperialism aggressor army occupying South Korea.

The U.S. imperialism brought into South Korea over 200,000 troops in February last year, brought again recently in South Korea over 300,000 troops in August and now in September has over 700,000 strong.

The U.S. imperialism, taking into account the South Korean puppet army, has cherished ambition to launch an attack against China at any time to the East Sea of Korea the "7th task force", composed of 36 warships and 10,000 strong, a highly mobile, large destructor cruiser, large desroyers and cruisers of the U.S. imperialism.

At the same time, the U.S. imperialism reorganized the division of.Upload the remaining content...
THE MILITARY FASCISM-RULE OF U.S. IMPERIALISM IN SOUTH KOREA AND THE ANTI-U.S. IMPERIALIST, NATIONAL SALVATION STRUGGLE OF THE SOUTH KOREAN PEOPLE

Korea has reached a U.S. imperialist crisis: revolutionary movements of the entire Korean people and a distorted struggle in the northern half of the country. These events are mainly due to the actions of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, which, in spite of its great size and strength, has been stripped of its political and cultural functions.

The military fascist dictatorship established in South Korea is unprecedentedly despotic and brutal and becomes a model of the fascist rule of imperialism over the entire country.

The main objective of the fascist policy sought by U.S. imperialism and the South Korean regime is to eliminate all political opponents, including the military, police, intelligence, and secret-service networks and to drive the whole society into terror.

The most obvious sign of this is the recent activities of the South Korea's military as well as the activities of the police and intelligence agencies, which have been ramping up, as reported by the United Nations.
Leader of the 40 million Korean people, referred to the basic task of the Korean revolution as follows:

"The basic tasks of the Korean people during the present period are to liquidate the colonial rule of U.S. imperialism, to guarantee the democratic conquests of the Korean Revolution, to develop the Korean people as an independent nation, and to achieve liberation and unification of the Korean country in the socialist cause in the northern half of the country."

The large majority of the South Korean people have waged an arduous yet vigorous anti-U.S., anti-colonial struggle, demanding liberation and unification of the Korean country. However, the imperialists and their lackeys have not only prevented the South Korean people from taking up the fight for unification, but have also sought to suppress the Korean people's revolutionary struggle in their efforts to maintain their colonial rule.

The October People's Republic of 1948, the February 1 National Salvation Struggle in 1949, the struggle against the revisionist government of the Kim II Sung regime, and the Syngman Rhee puppet regime, and the March 24-26, 1963 student demonstrations in Seoul, have shown that the South Korean people have a strong will and a positive attitude to oppose the country-selling "ROK-Japan Talks" and the South Korea-Japan "economic cooperation". Indeed the South Korean people have been fighting with great dignity at all times and in all walks of life to resist the exploitation of the imperialists and to demand the liberation of their homeland.

Today the South Korean people are carrying on their struggle to develop the revolutionary struggle of the past generations and to resist the suppression and subjugation of the Korean people by the imperialists and their lackeys. The Korean people are determined to take up the fight for liberation and unification of the Korean country, and to demonstrate their will to overthrow the colonial rule of the U.S. imperialists.

Similar examples could be cited without end. There is an instance that Mrs. Kim Jin Hui sent by parcel elaborately embroidered handkerchiefs as a gift to him, with the letters "Longevity to Marshal Kim Il Sung" with reverence. This gift of a billionaire was for the Korea Independent National Salvation Front and its organisation and the organization of their lives on the back of the house. The Marshal holding a flag of the Republic in the right hand and then read out this gift which represented the "Longevity to Marshal Kim Il Sung".

The Korean people's revolutionary and patriotic struggle is also taking place in Korea. The Korean Independence Party, general staff of the armed struggle, workers, peasants, bourgeoisie and the middle and lower classes, the students and intellectuals and the whole people of Korea are fighting against the Japanese imperialism in support of the national liberation front. The struggle is driven by the desire to enjoy happiness in the full of the Korean people, to look forward to the unification of the Korean peninsula, and to achieve liberation and unification of the Korean country.

The Miserable Life of the South Korean People. The Korean people...
October 1966
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What We Want
What We Believe

We believe that black people will not be free until we are able to determine our destiny. We believe that the federal government is responsible and obligated to give every man employment or a guaranteed income. We believe that if the white American business man will not give full employment, then the means of production should be taken from the businessmen and placed in the community so that the people of the community can organize and employ all of its people and give a high standard of living.

1. We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny of our Black Community.

We believe that black people will not be free until we are able to determine our destiny.

2. We want full employment for our people.

We believe that the federal government is responsible and obligated to give every man employment or a guaranteed income. We believe that if the white American business man will not give full employment, then the means of production should be taken from the businessmen and placed in the community so that the people of the community can organize and employ all of its people and give a high standard of living.

3. We want an end to the robbery by the CAPITALIST of our Black Community.

We believe that this racist government has robbed us and now we are demanding the overdue debt of forty acres and two mules. Forty acres and two mules was promised 160 years ago as restitution for slave labor and mass murder of black people. We will accept the payment in currency which will be distributed to our many communities. The Germans are now aiding the Jews in Israel for the genocide of the Jewish people. The Germans murdered six million Jews. The American racist has taken part in the slaughter of over fifty million black people; therefore, we feel that this is a modest demand that we make.

4. We want decent housing, fit for shelter of human beings.

We believe that if the white landlords will not give decent housing to our black community, then the housing and the land should be made into cooperatives so that our community, with government aid, can build and make decent housing for its people.

5. We want education for our people that exposes the true nature of this decadent American society. We want education that teaches us our true history and our role in the present-day society.

We believe in an educational system that will give to our people a knowledge of self. If a man does not have knowledge of himself and his position in society and the world, then he has little chance to relate to anything else.

6. We want all black men to be exempt from military service.

We believe that Black people should not be forced to fight in the military to defend a racist government that does not protect us. We will not fight and kill other people of color in the world who, like black people, are being victimized by the white racist government of America. We will protect ourselves from the force and violence of the racist police and the racist military, by whatever means necessary.

7. We want an immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and MURDER of black people.

We believe we can end police brutality in our black community by organizing black self-defense groups that are dedicated to defend our black community from racist police oppression and brutality. The Second Amendment to the Constitution of the United States gives a right to bear arms. We therefore believe that all black people should arm themselves for self-defense.

8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal, state, county and city prisons and jails.

We believe that all black people should be released from the many jails and prisons because they have not received a fair and impartial trial.

9. We want all black people when brought to trial to be tried in court by a jury of their peer group or people from their black communities, as defined by the Constitution of the United States.

We believe that the courts should follow the United States Constitution so that black people will receive fair trials. The 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution gives a man a right to be tried by his peer group-a man is a person from a similar economic, social, religious, geographical, environmental, historical and racial background. To do this the court will be forced to select a jury from the black community from which the black defendant came. We have been, and are being tried by all-white juries that have no understanding of the "average reasoning man" of the black community.

10. We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice and peace.

And as our major political objective, a United Nations-supervised plebiscite to be held throughout the black colony in which only black colonial subjects will be allowed to participate, for the purpose of determining the will of black people as to their national destiny.

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new governments, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictates that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience has shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government, and to provide new guards for their future security.
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National Office
Medical Clinic
1104 Folsom St.
San Francisco, Calif.
415/984-3033
9004
7033

San Francisco
National Distribution
1300 Fillmore St.
San Francisco, Calif.
415/922-0095
5622
6485

Community Centers
2777 Divisadero St.
San Francisco, Calif.
415/346-6013
135 Kinko Rd, Apt. 304
San Francisco, Calif.
415/922-8471

Oakland
Community Centers
1231 99th Ave.
Oakland, Calif.
415/636-0994
1690 Telegraph Ave.
Oakland, Calif.
415/465-7089

Richmond
570 Hillesland Ave.
Richmond, Calif.
415/227-6338

Boulder
23 Washington St.
Boulder, Colo.
303/447-9278
0778

Denver
1244 E. 22nd Ave.
Denver, Colo.
303/244-3835

Community Center
323 Franklin St.
Denver, Colo.
303/854-3480

Indianapolis
15 W. 30th St.
Indianapolis, Ind.
317/925-8572

Community Center
414 E. 23rd St.
Indianapolis, Ind.
317/925-8572

Jersey City
520 Union Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
201/633-7200
7011

Los Angeles
2043 Stockwell St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
213/636-4036
9982

Community Centers
334 W. 55th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
213/777-4518

2116 10th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
213/664-3718

2116 10th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
213/664-3718
2116 27th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
213/664-3078

Atlantic City
1040 Peralta St.
Oakland, Calif.

Rules of the Black Panther Party
National Headquarters
1040 Peralta St.
Oakland, Calif.

Every member of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY throughout this country of racist America must abide by these rules as functional members of this party. CENTRAL COMMITTEE members, CENTRAL ORGANIZATIONAL STAFF, and LOCAL STAFFS, including all captains subordinate to either national, state, and local leadership of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY will enforce these rules. Length or suspension of order or discipline action necessary for violation of these rules will depend on national decisions by national-statement state area, and local-statement and staffs, or said rule of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY WHERE VIOLATED.

Every member of the party must know these verbatim by heart, and apply them daily. Each member must report any violation of these rules to their leadership or the party they are countersubordinate and are also subjected to suspension by the BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

The rules are:
1. No party member can have narcotics or weed in his possession while doing party work.
2. No party member can be drunk while doing daily party work.
3. No party member will violate rules relating to office work, general meetings of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY, and meetings of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY ANYWHERE.
4. No party member will use, possess, or fire a weapon of any kind unnecessarily or accidentally at any time.
5. No party member can join any other army force other than the BLACK LIBERATION ARMY.
6. No party member can have a weapon in his possession while drunk or loaded on narcotics or weed.
7. No party member can commit any crimes against other party members or BLACK people at all, and cannot steal or take from the people, not even a needle or a piece of thread.
8. When arrested BLACK PANTHER MEMBERS will give only name, address, and will sign nothing. Legal first aid must be understood by all Party members.
9. The Ten Point Program and platform of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY must be known and understood by each Party member.
10. Party Communications must be National and Local.
11. The 10-10-10 program should be known by all members and also understood by all members.
12. All Finance officers will operate under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Finance.
13. Each person will submit a report of daily work.
14. Each Sub-Section Leader, Section Leader, Lieutenant, and Captain must submit daily reports of the work.
15. All Panther must learn to operate and service weapons properly.
16. All leadership and other member who has a weapon must submit this information to the Editor of the Magazine so that all can publicize in the paper and be known by all chapters and branches.
17. Political Education Classes are mandatory for general membership.
18. All officers assigned to respective offices each day should be there. All others are to sell papers and do political work out in communities, including Captains, Section Leaders, etc.
19. All Communications—all chapters must submit weekly reports in writing to the National Headquarters.
20. All Chapters, Branches, and Components of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY must submit a monthly Financial Report to the Ministry of Finance, and also to the Central Committee.
21. Every leader in a leadership position must read me no less than two hours per day to keep abreast of the changing political situation.
22. No chapter or branch shall accept grants, povets funds, money or any other aid from any government agency without contacting the National Headquarters.
23. All chapters must adhere to the policy and the ideology laid down by the CENTRAL COMMITTEE of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY.
24. All Chapters must submit weekly reports in writing to their respective Chapters.
Huey would say, “a newspaper is the voice of a party, the voice of the Panther must be heard throughout the land.”

KIM IL SUNG

LET US EMBODY
MORE THOROUGHLY
THE REVOLUTIONARY SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE, SELF-SUSTAINANCE
AND SELF-DEFENCE IN ALL FIELDS
OF STATE ACTIVITY

NEW WORLD LIBERATION FRONT
U.S.A.
1970
"We are from 25 to 30 million strong, and we are armed. And we are conscious of our situation. And we are determined to change it. And we are unafraid."